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“The Children of Israel came within the sea on dry land; and
the water was a wall for them, on their right and on their left”
(Shemot 14:22)
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Daf Hashavua

Please look regularly at the
social media and websites
of the US, Tribe and your
community for ongoing updates
relating to Coronavirus as well
as educational programming
and community support.
You do not need to sign
into Facebook to access the
US Facebook page. The US
Coronavirus Helpline is on
020 8343 5696.
May God bless us and the
whole world.
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ְׁשמֹות
Shemot
By Numbers:

116 verses
1,681 words
6,423 letters
Headlines:

Crossing of and
the Song at
the Sea

by Rabbi David Mason, Muswell Hill United Synagogue
This week’s dramatic
Torah portion begins
with the journey of the
Children of Israel out
of Egypt towards the
Reed Sea, and ends with the fight
against the nation of Amalek. It is
the first time we encounter Amalek
as a force, and I want to focus here
on why this battle between Israel
and Amalek is so important. I also
want to use the approach of the
German 19th century Rabbi Samson
Raphael Hirsch. His commentaries
on the Torah are popular due to his
clarity and novelty of explanation,
but he can at times also be quite
radical. This is one of those times.
A quick recap: after traversing
the Reed Sea, the Children of Israel
find themselves at a place called

Refidim. There they complain over a
lack of water to drink; Moses hits a
rock to bring forth water for them.
Immediately the nation of Amalek
attacks the Children of Israel.
Whilst Joshua leads the Israelites
in battle, Moses stands on a nearby
hill. When he raises his hands, the
Children of Israel prevail. We are
told that Joshua weakened the
Amalekites militarily and that God
will always fight a war with Amalek
through the ages.
So, what does Amalek represent
that God will choose to constantly
vilify it and state firmly that He will
“utterly blot out the remembrance
of Amalek from under the heavens”
(Shemot 17:14)? Rabbi Hirsch is
clear. Amalek represents power,
war and the sword. He lacks
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1st Aliya (Kohen) – Shemot 13:17-14:8
After Pharaoh sends the Israelites out of Egypt, God does not lead them on a
straight path through the land of the Pelishtim (Philistines) towards Cana’an (later
Israel), but rather towards the Sea of Reeds. Moshe is carrying Yosef’s bones, as
Yosef had requested before his death (see Bereishit 50:25). A pillar of cloud guides
the Israelites by day, and a pillar of fire lights up their journey at night. God tells
Moshe to turn back in the direction of Egypt. God hardens the heart of Pharaoh,
who pursues the Israelites with his armed chariots.
2nd Aliya (Levi) – 14:9-14
The Egyptians catch up with the Israelites, who are encamped by the Sea. Seeing
the approaching army, the people cry out in prayer, and also ask Moshe why
they left Egypt only to die in the desert. Moshe tells them not to fear; they will
experience God’s salvation.
3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 14:15-25
Moshe raises his staff; an easterly wind blows and the Sea splits. The Israelites

compassion and tramples
over the freedom of
others. In Israel, Amalek
sees its nemesis and
therefore is filled with
hate towards it. In Rabbi
Hirsch’s words,
“But in Israel he sees
an object of mortal hate
and complete disdain,
where one dares to think
the sword is dispensable,
where one dares to trust
in spiritual-moral powers,
powers of which the
sword has no idea and
which are beyond its
reach”.
These last words are
telling. Rabbi Hirsch has
created two paradigms that are
totally separate. One is based on
power and war and one is based on
spirituality and morality. Yes, Rabbi
Hirsch is clear, we sometimes need
to defend ourselves. But at the
same time, “it is not Israel’s sword,
but Moses’ staff that conquers

Our responsibility
now is not so much
to destroy Amalek,
but to destroy the
values of Amalek

Amalek... the giving oneself
up with complete confidence
to God that achieved victory.”
We are not being taught
here by Rabbi Hirsch a pure
passivism, where we reject
the possibility of war entirely.
Clearly not. In fact, Moses
told Joshua very clearly “tze
hilachem baAmalek, go out
and do battle with Amalek”
(Shemot 17:9). Rather, we are
being told that there is a value
system based on war, that of
Amalek, which is totally and
utterly separate from the value
system of Israel, which is
based on compassion, justice
and freedom. We should never
allow the necessity of war at
times to become a value in and of
itself, a value of power and control
over others. Our responsibility now
is not so much to destroy Amalek,
but to destroy the values of Amalek,
to unabashedly and unashamedly
work for a world that rejects the
desire for war.

In loving memory of Chaya Rachel bat Moshe Ben-tzion z”l
walk through the dry channel, the water providing a wall
on either side of them. The Egyptians enter the Sea but
struggle to move forward.
Point to Consider: Why did God move the sea with a
“strong easterly wind”? (14:21)

Moshe that they are hungry. God tells Moshe that he will
send down a daily portion of ‘bread’ from the heavens.
Moshe tells the people they will also get meat in the
evening.

4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 14:26-15:26
Moshe raises his staff; the Sea closes on the Egyptians,
drowning them. The Israelites see the drowned Egyptians
on the seashore. Together with Moshe, they sing the
Song at the Sea (Shirat HaYam) which celebrates God’s
miraculous salvation. The nation travels on, experiencing
three days in the desert without water. They come to a
place called Marah, where the water is too bitter to drink.
They complain to Moshe, who is shown a tree by God.
Moshe throws the tree into the water, thus sweetening it.

6th Aliya (Shishi) – 16:11-36
The heavenly bread – called ‘man’ (manna) – falls
between two layers of dew (Rashi). Each household gets
a daily portion sufficient for its members. Moshe tells
them not to leave any over until the next day. Some people
ignore this warning; their manna becomes infested. A
double portion falls on Friday. Moshe tells them to use the
excess for Shabbat and not to go out to collect any manna
on Shabbat. Again, some ignore this instruction. Moshe
tells Aharon to preserve some manna in a container, as a
reminder to future generations.

5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 15:27-16:10
The Israelites arrive in the Sin Desert and complain to

7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 17:1-16
The Israelites travel to Refidim, but again do not find

The Jews of Majorca,
Part 2: Post Expulsion
by David Frei, US Director of External and Legal Services and Registrar of the London Beth Din
After 1435, there were
officially no Jews left
in Majorca. While on
the Spanish mainland,
Jews continued to live until the
expulsion of 1492 alongside
their former coreligionists (who
had converted to Christianity), in
Majorca no Jews were left. Anyone
of Jewish background had either
converted or emigrated.
One might have thought that the
conversos would gradually blend
in to the Majorcan population but
remarkably, more than six centuries
later, they were still identifiable
as Chuetas. This was a derogatory
term similar to the equally
unpleasant label of Marranos (pigs)
by which conversos in mainland
Spain were known.
For centuries they continued to
live in the area of the old Jewish
quarter in Palma around Call Major,
worshipping in the Church of MontiSion (built on the site of the former
Sinagoga Major) or in the nearby
Church of Santa Eulalia, where
so many of them were forcibly
converted in 1391 and 1435.
They dominated the jewellery
trade on the island from the
Call Argentera area where the
goldsmiths and silversmiths plied
their trade. Yet despite being devout
Catholics, they were shunned by

their fellow Majorcans, who would
not intermarry with their families
and excluded them from all social
engagement.
This enduring antipathy was
unique in Spanish history and
reflects the strong prejudice of the
Majorcan population against the
conversos.
HOW DID THIS START?

In 1488, when the Inquisition
commenced its gruesome work in
Majorca, searching for Jews who
were secretly adhering to Jewish
religious practice, 338 individuals
were forced to do public penance. In
the following year many conversos
were burnt either in person or in
effigy, a peculiar practice in which
someone whom the Church deemed
worthy of burning, but had escaped
the ecclesiastical clutches, was
instead symbolically burnt in public.
During the next 45 years there
were numerous other occasions
when Jews were burnt either
in person or in effigy. However,
there was relative calm for 140
years until 1678, when a group of
wealthy converso businessmen
were suspected of holding religious
services in a garden outside Palma.
All those accused confessed their
guilt, and at four autos-da-fé, 219
people were made to do public

penance, although no-one was
killed.
Nevertheless, the reputational
damage of this public humiliation
was too great to bear and in 1688
many of them sought to leave the
island on an English ship. Storms
delayed their departure and the
discovery of those making this
surreptitious departure was taken
to be evidence of their practising
Judaism.
They languished in prison for three
years until autos-da-fé were held
in 1691. Thirty thousand spectators
watched as 37 Jews were put to
death for their faith. All but three
publicly repented and were ‘shown
mercy’ by being killed before being
thrown into the bonfire.
The Rabbi of this secret
community, a soap-maker called
Rafael Valls, and siblings Catalina
and Rafael Terongi heroically refused
to recant and stubbornly professed
their loyalty to Judaism as they were
tossed alive onto the pyre.
It is the descendants of those
who escaped death and who
reverted to Catholicism through
torture who endured social
exclusion for centuries until the 20th
century.
Only in the late 20th century
was a Jewish community formally
re-established in Majorca.

In memory of Yehuda ben Yaakov HaCohen z”l

Judaism and Music, part 5:

In God’s Footsteps
by Rabbi David Lister, Edgware United Synagogue
We have already
seen how the ascent
and descent of a
musician’s fingers and
the direction of a breath through an
instrument symbolise the ability of
music to send a heavenly impulse
down into our hearts and raise us
up.
But there is a further symbolism
in the playing of a wind instrument
which the Chasidic leader Rav
Nachman of Breslav (1772-1810)
highlights, based on a tension
between the very big and the very
small.
First, we need to consider an
ancient paradox about the entire
physical creation of the universe. A
question about the cosmos, which
troubled some of our greatest
thinkers, was how such a thing
could exist and not be suffused with
the inexorable might of God’s glory.
How, for that matter, can we exist
without being constantly dazzled
and disorientated by the infinite,
magnificent radiance of the divine
presence? How, by the same token,
can we have a spiritual challenge, a
choice, if wrongdoing is impossible
without the awareness of God being
somewhat diminished in our minds?
The mystical answer from Jewish
tradition is the concept of tzimtzum.
God constricted His own glorious
light, reducing it by such a vast
extent that it is barely visible in our
lives unless we look for it carefully

no coincidence that the very action
used for playing an instrument is the
action used by God to breathe a soul
into the first human (Bereishit 2:7):
Then God formed Adam out of the
dust of the earth, and blew into
his nose a breath of life, and Adam
became a living soul.
The point here is that a wind
American jazz musician Benny Goodman playing
instrument not only invokes
the clarinet.
the concept of the divine spirit
constricted in our world; it also
hints at the fact that music performs
the same function as God’s breath
entering Adam. It gives us a soul,
a spiritual identity. It makes us
properly alive.
Rav Nachman adds that this is
not only true of wind instruments.
He references a beautiful account
in the Talmud (Berachot 3b) of King
David being woken in the night to
give praise to God when the wind
blew the strings of a harp above
and learn how to spot it.
his bed. Here also, the wind curling
To see an illustration of this,
around the strings and caressing
says Rav Nachman, watch someone them to life is reminiscent of the
playing a wind instrument. The air
divine soul gushing down from
streams from the player’s mouth and heaven and fitting itself gently into
is constricted within the instrument, our lives and our world.
producing a sound that is pleasant
It is a humbling thought that,
to the ear.
when our spirits are stirred by music,
Thus it is with all holy music.
we are experiencing a miniature
Music which elevates and purifies
re-enactment of the stirring of the
the heart is simply the divine
spirit in our ancestor Adam. Like him,
presence reduced into an exquisite
we can experience a sense of new
form that we can comprehend and
beginnings and can pledge ourselves
appreciate.
to bring the inspiration born of music
There is more meaning still. It is
into our lives and our world.

Music which
elevates and purifies
the heart is simply
the divine presence
reduced into an
exquisite form that
we can comprehend
and appreciate.

In memory of Yisrael Shmuel ben Yirmiya Yehoshuah z”l

Sefer Shofetim (the Book of Judges)

Chapter 10: Second Chances

Pnina Savery, US Jewish Living Educator

by Pnina Savery, US Jewish Living Educator
In Chapter 9 we learned
of the disastrous rule
of Avimelech. Now,
in Chapter 10 we hear
about the next two leaders of the
Jewish people - Tola (23 years)
and Yair (22 years). Following on
from their rule, the Jewish people
serve many different idols and
abandon God. In response, God
sends invading Philistine and
Ammonite armies. They rule over
the Jewish people for 18 years.
We do not have much information
about Tola and Yair. We are told
that Yair had thirty towns, thirty
sons and that his sons rode thirty
donkeys. The Radak (Rabbi David
Kimche, 1160-1235) states that riding donkeys was a symbol of status,
for only nobility could ride at this
time. Yair is in fact the first Jewish
leader to be described in this way,
which suggests that he cared
more about his status and wealth
than his Divinely-given leadership
role. Once again, we see the level
of leaders decline as we venture
further into the book of Shofetim.
Our chapter tells us how the
people cry out to God for salvation,
but this time God says “no”. God
reprimands them harshly as He

… we learn
the power
of sincere
repentance; we
should always
keep trying and
never give up
hope
has redeemed them before, yet
they still have not learned from
their mistakes. Rather, God states,
they should ask for salvation from
the pagan gods they so ardently
serve. Finally, the people sincerely
repent, ridding their homes of
their idols and crying out to God
wholeheartedly. God hears and
saves them from their enemy. From
this we learn the power of sincere
repentance; we should always keep
trying and never give up hope.
ANOTHER SHIFT IN THE CYCLE

God accepts the people’s repentance and sends them a new

shofet (judge). However, a shift
has occurred; from now on, the
salvation will never be complete.
This dialogue between God and the
people has occurred twice before in
the book of Shofetim, in Chapters 2
and 6. Each time, it symbolises the
end of that spiritual and historical
era and the start of a different
stage in the period of the shofetim.
Following Devorah in Chapter 6,
we saw that the leaders were
tainted by personal failings. Gidon
constantly sought Divine reassurance and Avimelech was doomed
from the outset. However, these
two still managed to protect the
Jewish people from their enemies.
From Chapter 10 onwards we
will see a further weakening in the
calibre of the leaders. From now
on, they will not be fully successful
on a personal or national level.
They will be of a lesser stature
and their victories will be on a
lesser scale. The Jewish people
will not be completely at peace
again for the rest of the period
of the shofetim. God has indeed
given the people another chance,
but it is a chance on a lower scale.
While second chances might be
equal, sixth chances are not.

Haftarah
water. God tells Moshe to strike a rock with his staff; water
Devorah was a prophetess and a judge. The haftarah, from
emerges from the rock. Amalek attacks the Israelites at
the Book of Judges, includes the song that Devorah sang to
Refidim. Yehoshua (Joshua) leads the battle against them,
celebrate the defeat of the evil Ca'ananite general, Sisera.
whilst Moshe, Aharon and Chur (Moshe’s nephew) ascend
This defeat was facilitated by the bravery of Yael, who
a nearby hill. Whenever Moshe raises his arms, Israel
attacked and killed Sisera with a tent-peg.
overcomes Amalek. Aharon and Chur support Moshe’s tired
arms. Yehoshua is victorious.
In memory of Malka bat Peretz

In hospital
and want a visit?

It’s always difficult to be in hospital, but now when
families cannot visit, it’s even more of a struggle.
Here’s how we can help. Our chaplains are usually
still able to visit patients and would be only too glad
to come and see you or your loved one.

To arrange a visit or to find out more, please
email Jewish Visiting at info@jvisit.org.uk
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